EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- Healthcare seekers are traveling far from home to obtain abortions and gender-affirming care due to new state laws that penalize evidence-based medicine.
- Prosecutors and state officials can use countless surveillance tools, from automated license plate readers to street cameras, to identify and track those seeking, facilitating, or assisting out-of-state care.
- They can also weaponize commercially available surveillance data. S.T.O.P. used one data broker’s platform to place the homes of visitors to an Illinois abortion clinic across the river in Missouri, where abortion is banned.¹
- Several strategies can mitigate tracking risks for those traveling for care in the U.S.

I. Introduction: The Need for Anonymous Travel

In June 2022, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down constitutional protections for abortion. One year later, 15 states enacted abortion bans, and half of states have tried. Gender-affirming care restrictions also exploded in the same period: 142 bills were introduced across the U.S. in 2023, 20 states have already banned gender-affirming care for youth, and seven have banned it for people of all ages. These restrictions force healthcare providers to turn away patients in vast regions of the U.S., from Texas to Florida and across much of the American heartland. In turn, healthcare seekers and their families have foregone vital care or traveled far from their homes and across state lines in search of the care they need.

State legislators opposed to abortion and gender-affirming care have these healthcare travelers in their crosshairs. They’ve reached beyond their states’ jurisdictional bounds to punish residents for seeking care that is perfectly legal where it’s administered. In April 2023, Idaho legislators banned the in-state leg of travel to neighboring states to obtain certain abortions—and other states are trying to follow suit. These laws have been countered by “safe harbor” legislation in states like Massachusetts (abortion care), California, New York, New Jersey, Minnesota and Washington state (gender-

---


7 Louisiana is an exception in that it allows gender-affirming care for youth. It does have an abortion ban in place.


affirming care). But while dubious laws like Idaho’s stand, they put healthcare seekers, their helpers and healthcare providers at serious risk of investigation or prosecution.

Healthcare seekers’ very need to travel can be used against them. Prosecutors bringing criminalized healthcare charges have relied on digital surveillance data in healthcare prosecutions. Typically, the data comes from smartphones: a person’s texts, their internet search history, or their online purchase records. The Federal Trade Commission and tech companies like Google have rushed to prevent prosecutors and state officials from using phones’ geolocation data to place individuals at healthcare clinics. But even when smartphone data is out of reach, travel data can be used to corroborate accusations against known healthcare travelers and to identify yet unknown healthcare seekers. License plate data, Uber and Lyft data, and even bikeshare data can be used to reveal that someone traveled to a reproductive or gender-affirming healthcare clinic.

Not all forms of travel and accommodations pose the same surveillance risk, especially for individuals who are not on state officials’ or prosecutors’ radar. But it’s nearly impossible to travel anonymously in the U.S. and to avoid leaving a digital trail of one’s travels.

II. What We Tracked

We investigated two key questions for each common form of transportation that a person might use on their trip to a healthcare clinic:

How much confirmatory data does this form of travel create? As documented below, it’s difficult to travel without leaving a digital trace. If police or anti-healthcare activists receive a

tip that someone sought criminalized care, different types of travel provide different amounts of data to connect the traveler to their healthcare clinic destination.

How vulnerable is this travel mode to profiling? While it’s nearly impossible to avoid surveillance while traveling, some forms of travel are more acutely at risk of being profiled by police even where the traveler wasn’t previously a suspect. Travel data’s ripeness for profiling depends on several factors: whether the data includes or can be linked to both destination data and personally identifying information; whether the data is relatively consolidated; whether it is retained for a while; and whether it is accessible to prosecutors and officials in a state other than the state where care is provided. Some forms of transportation check fewer of these boxes and are relatively safer ways to travel.

Our findings are summarized in the table below and explained in the following sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport or accommodation</th>
<th>Risk of confirming identity to law enforcement</th>
<th>Risk of confirming destination to law enforcement</th>
<th>Profiling risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last mile travel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private vehicle</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideshare vehicle (e.g., Uber)</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal buses and subways</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scooter and Bikeshare</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long distance travel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-haul bus</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amtrak</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels, motels</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate, with exceptions</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term rentals</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private homes</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Very safe (except public housing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Car Travel: Most Common, but Heavily Surveilled with a Relatively High Risk of Profiling

Most healthcare travelers will drive or be driven to clinics, but it isn’t a safe way to go. Car travel is especially susceptible to surveillance. Worse yet, car data lends itself to profiling yet unknown healthcare seekers.

Anti-abortion groups know this well. They’ve exploited car data to threaten abortion seekers for decades. Since at least the 1990s, anti-abortion extremists have collected license plate data on cars parked at reproductive healthcare clinics, identified the owners of those cars, and used this information to harass clinic visitors and staffers with threatening phone calls and mail. Historically, extremists have relied on inherently limited human resources—human surveillance and hand-populated spreadsheets—to track abortion seekers and providers using car data. Those limits are now a thing of the past.

Automated surveillance of cars is now pervasive, making it nearly impossible to travel untracked in a car. Automated license plate readers (“ALPRs”) blanket U.S. streets and highways, where they photograph vehicles and use optical character recognition to extract license plate numbers. Plate numbers are stored with cameras’ locations and date/time information—sometimes even photos of drivers and passengers. When an ALPR is located near a clinic, its data can be used to track each car that traveled there. (Even without ALPRs, out-of-state license plates can be a conspicuous identifier of interstate abortion travelers and can be used as a trigger for more targeted investigative and surveillance tactics. It’s safer to show up at a clinic in a locally registered vehicle.) And while ALPR datasets themselves do not contain owner information, law enforcement has easy access to databases that link car owners to their license plate numbers.

This means that ALPR data can substantiate the accusation that a person is a healthcare traveler, their travel companion or healthcare provider. The person who drives their own car implicates themselves.
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The person who gets a ride implicates their driver. ALPR add-on services also make profiling easy for law enforcement. Motorola Solutions’ Vigilant PlateSearch, for example, offers a “Stakeout” feature that tracks visitors to particular addresses. Efforts to provide geolocation services that exclude sensitive locations like abortion clinics have had dangerously subpar results: Google’s location services recently tracked a reporter’s visits to several abortion clinics despite Google’s express efforts to exclude them from its location data.

ALPR data even meets key criteria for efficient profiling. It’s easily linked to data that identifies car owners. It is consolidated and easily accessed: ALPR vendor Flock collects data from over 1,500 cities across 42 states and sells access to that data; Motorola’s Vigilant reported 120 million new scans per month as early as 2016. And because most states don’t have strong protections around ALPR data, it can be stored for a long time (e.g., up to three years in Colorado) and shared across state lines. ALPR data gets around even when laws restrict its sharing: some of California’s largest police departments collected and shared license plate data “with entities around the country—without having necessary security policies in place, in violation of state law.”

ALPR data is the tip of the car data iceberg. It can be supplemented with data from license plate readers at parking garages and parking lots, which can be used to track known healthcare travelers or to identify unknown ones. It can be supplemented by data generated by cars themselves. A driver who uses a car’s built-in navigation program shares their whole trip with the company that provided directions—whether a telematics company like GM OnStar or an infotainment system like Apple CarPlay or Google Android Auto. This data checks all boxes for efficient profiling: it includes personally identifying data and destination data, is consolidated in the hands of a few companies, retained a long while and accessible without a warrant according to companies’ business policies. Prosecutors and state officials might also turn to street camera footage collected at and near clinics, which can be scanned for license plates on hot lists or scanned for cars with license plates from care-
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criminalizing states. Street cameras near clinics could even provide footage of clinic visitors’ faces, which could be scanned using facial recognition tools for individuals targeted as healthcare travelers.

Prosecutors and state officials can also tap data generated by cars to replace missing smartphone data. To date, abortion prosecutions relying on digital data have relied on texts and internet search histories—data that can be harvested from both smart phones and recent-model cars. 98% of new cars include an infotainment interface—the ubiquitous screen where car radios used to go. A person who plugs their smartphone into an infotainment-equipped car’s USB port (even just to charge) syncs with that system. While phone data has relatively strong protections against law enforcement searches while the data is on the phone, those protections disappear once the phone’s data is drained into a car. A person who uses a car’s infotainment interface to text, browse the web, make a call or send email loses all of those protections when they use the infotainment system, where their data is stored, often indefinitely, and shared with vehicle manufacturers, rental companies, infotainment providers, and app companies. From there, the data is available for sale to third parties, including law enforcement.

IV. Other Ways to Go (and Where to Go)

Healthcare travelers in the U.S. may be most likely to drive to clinics, but there are alternatives. Short of driving the whole way, individuals can fly to a city and take a taxi to a healthcare clinic; take a train and walk from the station; drive to a friend’s house and take a bus from there, or mix and match any number of long distance and last-mile forms of travel.
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Last-Mile Travel: Cars for Hire

Private cars are heavily surveilled—but so are Ubers and Lyfts, which generate data that can be used to target known healthcare seekers and to profile unknown ones. Rideshare companies like Uber and Lyft collect personally identifying rider data including account holder’s names, email addresses, phone numbers, payment information and destination data, and say they retain this data “for as long as necessary.”

(In practice, it’s a long time: Lyft keeps transactional data for seven years or more.

In-vehicle cameras installed in many for-hire vehicles are available to law enforcement with less than a warrant, and Uber agrees to the majority of law enforcement requests. Uber and Lyft’s apps track the location of the mobile devices they’re installed on whenever the app is open. In other words, getting out of an Uber a few blocks from your destination isn’t sufficient to mask where you’re going.

With careful measures, taking a taxi ride instead could lower a person’s profiling risk—except cities increasingly engage in data collection similar to rideshare companies. Chicago, Los Angeles, and St. Louis, for example, collect ridership data for city taxis that can connect individual riders to their routes.

New York City’s Taxi and Limousine Commission maintains a database of all taxi rides including destination data that can be publicly accessed through freedom of information requests. Although this database is anonymized, taxi trip data can be combined with street camera footage to track an individual passenger, mitigating the anonymizing effects of paying for a taxi using cash.

Cities like Los Angeles and NYC also offer mobile apps (comparable to Uber’s) for hailing and paying for city taxis, introducing the same profiling risks that Ubers introduce. This data appears to be
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available to prosecutors and state officials: NYC’s app vendor says it will disclose personal information regarding riders and their destinations to “any competent law enforcement body, regulatory, governmental agency, court or other third party where [it] believe[s] disclosure is necessary.”56 Making matters worse, many taxis also surveil travelers with in-vehicle cameras. Cities like San Francisco even share in-vehicle camera footage with law enforcement agencies of other states.57 States with safe haven laws aim to prevent such data from reaching officials in care-criminalizing states, but it is unclear that they can effectively stop “leaking” data given the extraordinary level of data sharing between cities, states, and the federal government, and between municipalities and commercial data brokers.58

In short: a person who avoids reserving a taxi with personally identifying information, who pays with cash and walks the last few blocks to their destination will likely avoid profiling. But there’s no guarantee that they won’t be tracked to a clinic if they are already known to prosecutors or state officials.

Last Mile Travel: Municipal Buses and Subways (Preferable)

Mass public transportation is intuitively safer—a person who gets off at a bus stop or subway station masks their ultimate destination. Prosecutors and state officials are unlikely to be able to leverage knowledge that someone got off at a particular subway or bus stop to prove that they visited a healthcare clinic. But while we recommend mass transport compared to alternatives, it still presents surveillance concerns. Cities increasingly track individuals’ travel on public buses and subways. Nationwide, municipalities have slashed riders’ ability to pay for bus and subway rides in cash—that is, anonymously. New York, for example, pushes riders to pay fares with their phone or credit card, which ties an individual rider’s identity to their route and, when combined with street camera footage, can place a person at their destination.59 Systems like OMNY collect each rider’s name, age, photograph, email address, mailing address and payment information60—and OMNY doesn’t require a warrant to share this data with law enforcement.61 Similar payment systems exist or are being introduced in other cities that welcome healthcare travelers, such as Chicago, San Francisco, Boston,
and Los Angeles. If prosecutors or state officials really want to prove that someone was on a particular subway or bus, they can even turn to surveillance cameras: many municipal buses and subways are equipped with video surveillance systems whose footage can be fed through facial recognition tools to identify riders.

Last Mile Travel: Scooter and Bikeshare Programs

Roadside scooter rentals and public bikeshare programs are now ubiquitous in U.S. cities. Given the surveillance risks associated with many other forms of city travel, a person could ostensibly attempt to complete their trip on a rideshare scooter or bicycle. But even these vehicles are heavily surveilled due to common city practices. To unlock a bike in Los Angeles, an individual must provide their cell phone number, and is then prompted to provide additional personal information which, along with payment and ride data, may be shared with third parties. (The city also collects real-time location data for all rental scooters on its streets.) Other cities, like New York and Minneapolis, provide bikeshare programs through Lyft, introducing all of the surveillance risks associated with the company. GPS-equipped bikes are “now the standard for bike share programs across the world” but these bikes continually emit location data that would place a healthcare refugee at any clinic that they ride to. While it seems unlikely that prosecutors and state officials will access municipal scooter and bike data to pursue healthcare travelers, the level of surveillance they receive underscores the fact
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that travel surveillance is ubiquitous. No matter how a person arrives at a healthcare clinic, they’re likely to be tracked.

Long Distance Travel: Airplanes

An abortion clinic in Las Vegas puts the drive from Dallas at 17 hours and at 20 hours from Houston—before describing airline options as low as $50-70 and as short as two hours. Many healthcare seekers cannot receive extended time off from school or work to obtain an abortion or gender-affirming care. If they can afford the fare, air travel is a viable option—but it is heavily surveilled. For individuals who have already been targeted by prosecutors or state officials, their airplane reservations, seat assignments, airport surveillance camera footage and more can confirm their travel and identify their travel companions. Airline data may even help profile some healthcare travelers. Thankfully, there are many unrelated reasons why a person might fly to a big city like Las Vegas, Chicago, or New York: choosing a clinic with this in mind may be enough to make the flight-related data described below mostly useless to prosecutors and state officials.

When someone books an airplane ticket, the airline generates a Passenger Name Record (PNR) containing a vast amount of information on the person flying. PNR data typically contains a passenger’s name, phone number, address, gender, credit card information, IP addresses—even hotel and car reservations if the booking is made through a third-party site like Expedia. A traveler’s PNR is a rich source of associational data: it tells you who a person is traveling with and who booked their ticket (concerning if someone’s ticket is booked by a fund specifically for abortions or gender-affirming care). Because a PNR is so detailed, it may be possible to use this data to generate profiles of individuals traveling to receive abortions or gender-affirming care. Prosecutors and state officials can tap demographic data, travel group composition, origin and destination data, and purchase data (e.g., ticket purchased last minute, in cash, or by certain organizations) to identify possible healthcare travelers. This practice wouldn’t be new: federal law enforcement agencies already flag young men traveling alone between certain locations using tickets paid in cash as possible drug couriers.

If past precedent holds, prosecutors and state officials should have easy access to individuals’ PNR data. Most is stored by one of three Computerized Reserve System (CRS) companies. CRS
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companies have a history of collaborating with law enforcement.\(^{77}\) Two of the three largest CRS companies are located in Texas and Georgia, states that restrict abortion and gender-affirming care.\(^{79}\) PNR data is also accessible online on certain websites: reservations made by airlines that use Sabre or Worldspan (two main CRS companies) and reservations made on sites like Expedia and Orbitz are retrievable online with basic information such as a passenger’s surname.\(^{80}\) If prosecutors and state officials can’t get access to PNR data, or want to confirm that someone took their trip, they may also be able to tap the Transportation Security Administration (“TSA”) and Department of Homeland Security’s Secure Flight data.\(^{81}\) Used to check travelers’ identities against the TSA’s no-fly watchlists,\(^{82}\) the Secure Flight program is the reason that passengers must typically present identification at airports’ TSA checkpoints—and why it’s virtually impossible to fly anonymously.

If this weren’t enough, prosecutors and state officials can also tap ubiquitous CCTV camera footage in airports. Airports are owned by state and local governments.\(^{83}\) That means that state and local governments in care-restricting states can access video footage to verify (using facial recognition technology) that someone traveled out of state to receive criminalized care. This isn’t a theoretical possibility: already, the TSA is using facial recognition to do routine ID checks of passengers at airports, with plans to make this technology a permanent, mandatory fixture of the air travel nationwide.\(^{84}\)

\begin{flushleft}
\textit{Long Distance Travel: Long Haul Buses}
\end{flushleft}

For healthcare seekers who don’t drive or can’t fly, long-distance buses can be an affordable and viable option. Bus travel isn’t anonymous: bus companies generate passenger manifests; some Greyhound terminals are video surveilled.\(^{85}\) But bus travelers can significantly reduce their surveillance by not buying their tickets online. A traveler who buys their ticket online with Greyhound (the biggest and

\begin{flushleft}
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only carrier serving many locations) registers the same data that an airplane passenger does: name, address, payment information, travel companions, and so on—plus “demographic data” that Greyhound collects or receives from third parties. The company retains this data for ten years, and it is ostensibly available to prosecutors and state officials: Greyhound historically cooperates with law enforcement. But healthcare travelers can buy tickets in person with cash, or tap another person to purchase a “prepaid” Greyhound ticket for them. In both cases, Greyhound notes travelers’ names in its passenger manifest—but it doesn’t necessarily collect much more data, and it doesn’t require ID to board. Provided a passenger doesn’t buy their ticket online and doesn’t get off the bus across the street from the clinic that they are visiting, their long-haul bus data should be relatively useless to prosecutors and state officials.

Long Distance Travel: Amtrak

Something similar can be said for riding on Amtrak. To be sure, the company surveils its customers heavily: a traveler who books a train ticket using the company’s website registers their name, address, payment information, travel companions, and so on. If it can, Amtrak even collects passengers’ social media handles. The company has also shown a special interest in profiling travelers (though not healthcare seekers in particular): it analyzes passengers’ social media to target advertisements to them, and provided passenger information to the TSA specifically to screen and profile passengers. But as with Greyhound, a traveler can purchase an Amtrak ticket in person, with cash and register far less information—though their name will still make Amtrak’s passenger manifest. If a healthcare refugee pays cash, it seems improbable that evidence that they rode a train to say, Chicago, will be sufficient to be used against them.
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V. Accommodations

By definition, healthcare travelers are a long way from home. Individuals seeking abortions also routinely book two appointments: twenty-seven states require two appointments, typically spaced 24 hours apart, and fifteen states require both appointments to be in person.\footnote{“Counseling and Waiting Periods for Abortion,” Guttmacher Institute, last updated June 1, 2023, \url{https://www.guttmacher.org/state-policy/explore/counseling-and-waiting-periods-abortion}.} This means that once healthcare travelers reach their destination, many will need a safe place to stay.

**Hotels and Motels**

In 2022, a reproductive healthcare clinic opened in Carbondale, IL in anticipation of Tennessee’s abortion ban.\footnote{“Expansion Announcement,” CHOICES Center for Reproductive Health, May 5, 2022, \url{https://yourchoices.org/expansion-announcement/}.} Less than a mile down the road, S.T.O.P. found a Wyndham-owned motel. But this is the kind of convenient accommodation choice puts healthcare travelers at risk of dangerous surveillance.

Hotels compile detailed guest profiles, consolidate that data, and often volunteer it (or sell it indirectly) to law enforcement. The Wyndham Hotel conglomerate, one of the largest franchises in the United States, collects guests’ names, mailing addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, credit card numbers, social media accounts, government-issued ID, geolocation information, demographic information, and more.\footnote{Wyndham Hotels, “Privacy Policy,” accessed December 25, 2022. \url{https://www.wyndhamhotels.com/ramada/about-us/privacy-notice#:~:text=Disclosure%20Permitted%20by%20Law%3A%20We,permitted%20to%20do%20so%20by.}} It is typically impossible to check in anonymously, even by paying cash: municipal laws routinely prevent hotels from renting rooms for cash unless a person presents their ID or a housing voucher.\footnote{See, for example, Los Angeles Municipal Code, Ordinance No. 179533, \url{http://clkrep.lacity.org/onlinedocs/2006/06-0125-s1_ord_179533.pdf}.} And because only a few major franchises own the vast majority of U.S. hotels and motels,\footnote{Franchise Direct. “Major Hotel Franchise Conglomerates and the Brands They Own,” accessed December 25, 2022, \url{https://www.franchisedirect.com/information/major-hotel-franchise-conglomerates-and-the-brands-they-own}.} their data is consolidated in the hands of just a few companies. Critically, local laws often mandate that they keep guest registries on hand for years.\footnote{See, for example, this local ordinance from Greenfield, CA: “Such register shall be kept on the hotel site for a period of not less than four (4) years by the operator or business providing the accommodations.” Greenfield, Cal. Chapter 5.26 “Hotel Rates and Registration Requirement,” 5.26§060, (2022).} Law enforcement has been barred from forcing hotels to disclose this guest information without a warrant since 2015.\footnote{Patel v. City of Los Angeles (Patel I), 686 F. 3d 1085, 1086 (9th Cir. 2012).} But courts have decreed that hotels can freely disclose personal guest information, even without the consent or knowledge of guests.\footnote{See United States v. Sesay, No. 18-1071 (8th Cir. 2019), State of Washington v. Motel 6 Operating L.P., et al., and State v. Winslow, 55 So. 3d 910.} And they do, in response to police pressure (and bribes) to “voluntarily” turn
over their guest registries. Prosecutors and state officials can also purchase hotel data that they cannot obtain through persuasion. Evidence Wyndham Hotel’s terms and conditions: “we may license, sell, or otherwise share your personal Information with selected third parties for compensation.” Law enforcement routinely does business with third-party data brokers.

Motels are no better than hotels, and the evidence suggests that they may be worse. Motel 6 is arguably one of the worst and largest perpetrators. Across multiple states, Motel 6 employees testified that it was standard practice to share guest information with immigration authorities, with one stating that they “send a report every morning to ICE—all the names of everybody that comes in.” In Arizona, Motel 6 shared 80,000 guests’ data with law enforcement over two years. In Washington State, a separate lawsuit revealed that seven Motel 6’s shared nearly 10,000 guests’ driver’s licenses, license plate numbers and other personal data with law enforcement in violation of the company’s privacy policy.

In short: appropriately chosen, a hotel or motel’s location won’t reveal a person’s healthcare destination—but the hotel or motel may volunteer everything it does know about a guest to prosecutors or state officials.

*Short-Term Rentals*

Healthcare travelers can defang, though not avoid, hotels’ and motels’ extraordinary surveillance by traveling to a big city or by not staying too close to the clinic that they will be visiting. Alternatively, they can choose a short-term rental.

---
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The U.S. Civil Code bars law enforcement from accessing short-term rental data (“name, address, phone records, usage dates, and means of payment”) without an administrative subpoena. Guest communication is even harder to access, requiring a criminal search warrant. Airbnb, the country’s largest short-term rental platform, says as much in its privacy policy: the company doesn’t give up sensitive customer information without a judge’s order. (S.T.O.P. confirmed this in correspondence with an Airbnb privacy officer, who wrote that the company “cannot release information about user accounts without a subpoena or search warrant.”) That said, Airbnb has come under fire for sharing host information with law enforcement. Given that laws criminalizing healthcare frequently target people who help others obtain care, such data sharing puts short-term rental hosts at risk of prosecution or investigation.

**Private Accommodations**

Staying at the home of a trusted person is another safe option: friends, family, and “aunties” don’t keep guest registries. But there is one important caveat. Residents of public housing effectively lack the right to a private domestic sphere. Police can use “location characteristics” and extremely minor housing rule infractions (even tall grass) as bases for searches. Combined with the widespread use of police-installed facial recognition technologies in low-income neighborhoods, residents of public housing live under constant surveillance. Healthcare travelers should bear this in mind when staying with friends and family.

VI. Who Pays if Prosecutors and State Officials Profile Healthcare Seekers

Digital surveillance data makes profiling easy and suggests that travel data will be weaponized to identify new targets for healthcare prosecutions and investigations. Location data brokers already offer
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Politically motivated profiling is likely to impact members of privileged communities that have been traditionally immune to the practice. But the history of police profiling suggests that members of marginalized communities will continue to pay disproportionately. Law enforcement has used profiling over and over again to scrutinize these communities. Until 1975, appearing to be Latinx and traveling near the border was sufficient pretext for a traffic stop. Since then, Immigration and Customs Enforcement has gone high tech with travel data: in 2020, it purchased and used geolocation data from millions of smartphones to profile undocumented individuals based on their travel. The Drug Enforcement Agency (“DEA”) conducts mass surveillance of travel with its “drug courier profile,” which flags travel characteristics like flying from a major city, paying for one’s ticket in cash, and not checking luggage. DEA agents also stop travelers based on hunches, a practice that the Department of Justice characterizes as racial profiling. In one case, 22-year-old Joseph Rivers boarded an Amtrak train to LA to start a career as a music video producer—only to have $16,000 in cash that he and his mother had saved for his new life seized by DEA agents. Rivers was the only Black passenger in his section, and the only passenger searched.

Since 9/11, Muslim Americans’ travel data has also been weaponized to profile them as supposed threats to national security. Post-9/11, Muslim Americans and those perceived to be Muslim have been subject to dehumanizing scrutiny when they travel, including extra security checks, tedious
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airport searches, and extensive questioning unrelated to their travel. Previous visits to Muslim-majority countries are a pretext for profiling. With no common characteristic other than previous travel, air passengers can be subject to scrutiny for dozens of future trips. This scrutiny increases even more if a traveler purchases one-way tickets, pays in cash, has an unusual itinerary, or flies from flagged destinations. As with other profiling, the consequences have been dire: ordinary citizens not under investigation by any agency have been added to the TSA’s suspected terrorist watch lists.

All of this is to say that travel-related profiling is not new—and should this technique be turned on healthcare travelers, law enforcement is likely to follow a well-worn path of penalizing marginalized Americans disproportionately and without cause.

**Conclusion**

State bans on vital healthcare are creating a crisis right here in the U.S.. State laws that counter these bans by creating healthcare sanctuaries help travelers. But as long as states, private companies, and federal agencies continue to restrict or prohibit anonymous travel and cash payment, and collect and leak healthcare seekers’ personal data—travel data, healthcare data, smartphone data, payment data—they will not effectively shield healthcare seekers from investigation and prosecution.

---
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